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Abstract—The paper investigates an array of two reconfigurable circularly-polarized antennas with omnidirectional radiation pattern. The results are based on a previously reported antenna, which offers a steerable dipole-like radiation pattern. Its capabilities allow reception of a signal from practically any direction with steering realized by rotation of the pattern around a single axis. In this paper we propose to extend this functionality by forming an array of two such antennas oriented as a Huygens source. Simulations demonstrate six distinctive radiation patterns, each illuminating a different sector of the surrounding sphere. This allows increased antenna gain and simplification of the steering algorithm for future applications. The proposed antenna can be implemented for both MIMO and beamsteering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a reconfigurable antenna which offers a circularly-polarized dipole-like (i.e. torus shaped) radiation pattern was introduced [1]. With proper steering these antennas offer the reception of signals from any arbitrary angle. However the steering of the radiation pattern in [1] allows only one degree of freedom, i.e. rotation along a single axis.

In this paper we investigate an array of two such antennas. This allows additional degrees of freedom in shaping the radiation pattern. The antennas are separated by a distance of \( \lambda/2 \) and are oriented in orthogonal planes (see Fig. 1). This allows the array to behave more like a Huygens source, than a linear array, i.e. it allows a unidirectional radiation pattern.

For linearly polarized antennas, Huygens sources usually combine two basic antenna shapes: a monopole/dipole and a loop. With proper spatial alignment, a unidirectional beam with up to 4.8 dBi gain can be produced, while using simple antenna shapes [2-4]. This comes from the fact that although a monopole/dipole and a loop produce almost the same pattern shape, their polarization is orthogonal.

It is demonstrated that for CP antennas with torus-shaped radiation patterns a Huygens source can be obtained using two antennas of the same type, when they are oriented at 90° with respect to each other and a phase shift of ±90° is applied between them [4]. Due to the current size limitation of [1], the reconfigurable antennas were spaced at \( \lambda/2 \). This is considered too big for Huygens sources and therefore produced undesired sidelobes. Nevertheless, this problem is expected to vanish with future development of more compact designs.

Although the proposed work is larger and more bulky than the CP antennas presented in [3–4], it offers a much greater degree of pattern reconfiguration.

Fig. 1. Antenna orientation for the investigated array. For antenna layout and detailed description, please see [1].

II. HUYGENS SOURCE

The classical concept of a Huygens source relies on interference between two orthogonally-oriented torus-shaped radiation patterns. These patterns have their omnidirectional radiation cuts intersecting at two antipodal points. If the polarization is properly aligned, a constructive interference is produced at one point and a negative interference on the other, hence producing a unidirectional beam.

The reconfigurable antenna presented in [1] is perfectly suited to this purpose, as it produces a torus-shaped pattern that can be flexibly rotated around an axis. In this study, the antenna is investigated only in two principal modes: Common (C), where the antenna is fed with 0° phase shift between its two ports and therefore produces omnidirectional CP in the horizontal plane (i.e. \( xz \)-plane for antenna 1 or \( xy \)-plane for antenna 2).
plane for antenna 2); and Differential (D) where the antenna is fed with 180° phase shift between its two ports and therefore produces omnidirectional CP in the elevation plane (i.e. yz-plane for both antennas). It should be noted, that this two modes does not fully exploit the antenna’s capabilities, which allow continuous rotation of the pattern.

For CP the proper phase alignment, which steers the positive or negative interference at the pattern intersection points, can be easily realized by a phase shift between the two antennas, which also compensates for antenna rotation. This is given in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam dir.</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Shift A1-A2</th>
<th>Phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-x</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>-90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+x</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>+90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-y</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>180°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+y</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-z</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+z</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>180°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. SIMULATED RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows the simulated results (CST Microwave Studio) for realized gains when the antenna is fed with a combination of phases required for ±x and ±z beams in the xz-plane (as seen in Table I). Results for ±y beams are similar to those of ±z and therefore not shown for brevity. The maximum realized gain varies from 3.1 dBic for ±z beam to 2 dBic for ±x beams. It is less than theoretical prediction in [2] and is due to the λ/2 spacing between antennas. It can be seen, that the sidelobes are produced in the hemisphere opposite to the main beam, which is due to the same reason. Upon placing the antennas closer to each other, the sidelobes will vanish and the directivity (and gain) will therefore increase. It can be seen, that both sidelobes and decreased gain are more pronounced for the ±x configurations, i.e. where the main beam is produced along the same axis as the physical separation between antennas.

Fig. 3 shows the axial ratios (AR) for the same configuration. The 3 dB AR coverage is asymmetric between the two principal cuts: i.e. the ±x beam produce a wide AR beamwidth in the xz-plane (as seen in Fig. 3), but narrower in the xy-plane. On the contrary, the –x beamwidth is narrow in xz-plane (seen in Fig. 3) and wide in xy-plane. This is considered a likely side effect of the antenna orientation.

IV. CONCLUSION

The paper demonstrates how a simple array of two reconfigurable antennas can be combined into a Huygens source. This is used to produce 6 radiation patterns, each radiating in a different direction. This performance offers benefits for MIMO or pattern steering applications. As the steering is realized only by a phase shift, each channel can be steered independently.

Future work will focus on miniaturization of the antenna to allow a smaller separation between antennas and therefore further enhance the gain and minimize sidelobes.
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